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fo'lNAL nr;PCH'r 
Our {Jrincip"l. Clctivity lInd .. r this contract 11:1$ been in the ur oa of coover . 
'ltive studies of varieue e"ont~ for I4h1"h coel'din'lted daia frr m NrC- !; (LId 
other sntellitpo or groll"') obncrvatic ns I\re ',vrtiloblc . Clle of these atu -
dien in coop;,ration l4ith the :In I ,<'raity of /,lbertll hrts recently been com -
pleted unl the reDultin.., r'rtp~t' "ntliJed "The li:xpansiv~ Pll9Ge of V'I m· t -
sph~ric SlIbotormo . II - Thu Rl!Gponnc at JYllchrono1l9 IIltHu(ltl of Partlcll!£ 
of Different Energy R'.Inll<'s" is included Il~ Appendix A. lin invited paper on 
these results "'ill be presented by Dr . Rich'lrd D. Shlu'p nt tlll~ topical 
~onferen"p. on "The 1'>lectro - rlynamicG of Sllbstormo an(1 t4oi',net1c StormG" at 
Bryce Mountain. V j rgill1u, 11- 11 •• 1ulle 1974. 3evernl othl'r aimi 1 nr projectr. 
are in varioun st(\'CS "f complpt10n uo l4ill be described bf!lol4 . \ole hope to 
finish these pro.jc('ts under a foll<)'.< - on proernm for "hieh a proposal haB 
been submitted C\TS - 5 Dnta AnolYRis. A Proposal for a Follo,, - On to Contract 
NAS" 211211, doted I. vember 1'/(3) . 
1. VELA CDordina tions 
The VELA 5A alld VELA 6A satellites l4ere located in the ma!jnctotall during 
the subot,>,.'m of 1. Septembex' 1~)70 which ie rliocur.sed in t,ppendlx II . A com-
parison of the en"rgetic porticle duto from t,heoe sntelliteo ,dth the 1\'1'S - 5 
datu is cur r ently in proElresn . Dr . Ed"'lrrl 'II . Hones, ,)1' . , of t"'~ Lns IIlomns 
Scientifi~ Labcrotory is c.)operutJ nf' in this study . flaomo. sheet "thinning" 
beeon at VELA well in o<1\l:n"e Cor the clearly defined nnset of the substorm 
eXVQnsion phase, (. I" >" C ;J1r tJ I tn(\eouoly with the observed "thinning" ot IITS- 5 . 
Recovery of the pnl'1;~"i.~ fllJ..xes occurred almost simul tllneouoly ut both VELA 
1 
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outellHeu, !JlUel! 1atel' in the ~UbDt'\ll'llI event thuli :l. t HUU ObO(Jl'V(Jd (It II'J'S-!). 
'rile s:l~lIi£:l.CtlliIH' uf tlli:! 111,pUl'etrb 1'(1(111.11 ,hJ!)()lldenc(l ot the recovery tim!! of' 
the plasma sh\Jet is cUl').'ontly Imuc).' t:tudy. 
II further and more quantitative stu(ly of l.limultUtleotm A'rtl-5 and [Uagnetomuter 
data in coopel'tli;ion Hith P1'01'. (Jordon llf)$toitel' lias l'cvcaled a surprising 
relationship uetl'leen the electl'<ll1 energy flux at N.rS-;J and the stl'l!llgth 01' 
the west~lI1rd electro,jet modeled from the magnetollletu);' chain data. In 1'oUl' 
substorlll events, these tlW quolltities oxhibited a litteUl' relatiollilhil! 0'101' 
an extended time pOl'iod und u lart;e dyrwmio rang.." 'this relatiotillhip I'IIW 
observed for the electroJ"t oiliplitude at the project~d latitude 01' the ATS-5 
i'ield line und did not hold for the eloctrojet maximum umplitude l~hich varies 
in lutitude over the COlU'se of' 'che events, Some preliminary Iwrking dra~lings 
illustrating this relntiotlohip are included in Appendix B. It shOUld be noted 
that the proportionality constant between the energy flux lind the magnetio 
field perturbations is l'oughly the saine fOl' ull foUl' cases studied, This 
lineal' l',nutionship is not expected on the bosis 01' simple considerations of 
ionosphel'ic conductivitIes ttnd electl'ic fields during sUbstorms and may 
imply that the controlling "'actor in the ampli"bude ot i!he electl'ojet is the 
Bir)eeland current in sel'ies \~ith it "bieh could lJe cSl'1'ied by, 01' be propol'-
tiona.l to, the measured 1'luxes in the keY ranee. 
3, Lm~-L"titude SubstorlYl Signatures 
J?rotessor A. Nishida of the Univel',ity of Tokyo is a specialist ill interpret-
ing substorUl Signatures froln lOl1-aatitude nightside magneto grams , He Ill'G 
working I-lith ni,n in an attempt to order a substantial body of ATS-5 observa-
tions with respect w the timing inferred from these magnetogl'am signatures, 
Xn an inHial sUl'vey of 16 isolated events we have found thirteen cases 11hel'e 
the onset of the lOl1-latitude positive lJay is detected in association 11ith 
the plasma eVEnts at synchronous altitude, III Nishida' a latest \wrkl he has 
lNishida, A" and N. Nagayama, "Synoptic Survey for the Neutral Line in the 
Magnetotail dUring tl1e SubstorIn l!!xpBnsion Phase," J, Geophys. Res., 78, 3"(82, 
1972. 
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sl,,,,m that theee signatureo oir,nU'y the onset of ho.lutl'al line formation in 
the ltIot:llototail, 1'Ie a1'''' I!ul'l'ently inv!lstit:Gtillt: the behavior of th~ plumllu 
at A'fS-5 on U time frume il(lfined by thin ()n~"t. 
I~. All-Sl~y Camera CoordinotiollO 
Dr. steven B. !-Iende of' the Lockheed Palo Alto R,-,~ear(!h Laboratory has acquired 
a substantial body 01' grolllld-uased optical datu, ull-allY camera and photo-
meter data, in coordination with the ATS-5 partie:", data. These optical datu, 
ulthough more restricted in their latitudinal extent thun the magnetometer 
chain data, have the advantage tha.t on', can quantitatively estimate the 
particle precipitation ra-i::e t'rom the intenSity of ·bh!! emissions, and thereby 
estimate the strength of pitch-angle scattering !lud the particle lifetimes 
in conjunction Id th the plasma data. Vie have begun n comparison, in cooper-
ation ~lith Dr. 14cmde, of tIm sub storm events on 13 and l!~ February 1970. 
5. NASA Ail'borne Am'oral EX),Ieui tiol! 
Professor G. G. Sivgee of the Geophysical Institute of the University of 
Alazka is currently analyzing data from the 1969 NASA. Airborne Auroral E:,pedi-
tion in ~Ihich the NASA CV-990 made optical observations near the foot of the 
A'fS-5 field line. We are cooperating with him in unalyzing some of the 
coordinated results. In one event, an estimate of the precipitation intensity 
of electrons from the optical data yields 1.9 ergs/cm2-sec-sterad (assuming 
isotropy) ~Ihile the ATS-5 data give the trapped electron flux at 14.0 ergs/ 
, 
cmG-sec sterad. The electron lifetime inferred from the comparison bears 
out the puzzling trend reported by us earlier2 for an increasina; particle 
lifetime ;Iith incI'easing flux intensity. These earlier results (,'ere based 
on coordinated A'r8-5 and polar natellite measurements. 
2 Shal'p, R, D., D, L. Carr, R. G •. Te,hnson, and E. G. Shelley, "Coordinated 
AuroI'sl Electron Observations from a Synchronous and a Polar Satellite." 
J. Geophys. Be s ., 76, 7669, 1971. . 
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Dr . Richard D. Sharp has been invitee! to participate in (\ seminar on selected 
sub storms in September lq,~() at the ,,,'nfcrence en "The El ectrodynnmics of Sub -
storms and ~i:lGnetic Storms" at nr,vee r,!onntain, Vir.-;inia, 11- 111 June 1974 . Dr . 
Sharp ;:ill present the A'rs - 5 results <luring the ~elected sub storms for "hich 
multiply- coordinated data exist . 111e stud,\, of these events is being carried 
out in "oopel'ation Hith R. L. ~lcPhcr,l'on (UCLA), G. Rostoker (Univ . of Alberta), 
and E. H. Hones, Jr . (LASL) . 
7 . Plasma Properties 
\1,! have bet,;un 0 statistical study <'1' the pl%ma properties at ATS-5 under 
this contl'act. Unexp3ctec1 difficulties Hith the rather noisy data tapes 
and an unexpectedly large number of rnqnests from scientists Honting to 
collaborute "lith us on varions projects have prevented uS from i'inishinp, 
the pro,ject to this time . He have, hOHcver, completed the development of 
a neH computer program applicable to this task Hhich overcomes the diffi -
culties associated \'lith the noisy duto. topes and pro'.rides for the automatic 
processing of the in-flight cnlibration sc'}uence data in order to allo'; us 
to evaluate the effects of channel multiplier degradation on the 0xperimental 
results. 
Al"PENDIX A 
THE EXPJ\NSlVE PHASE OF MAGNE'TOSPHERIC SUBSTOr~\1S 
:0:. THE RESPONSE AT SYNCIUlONOUS AL'.rrl'UDE OF 
PARTIGLES 01" nU'FERENT BNERGY RANGES 
INSC/D35!.l5!:l6 
NOTE: Unfortunutely, three f'igures (2, 3, and 7) and 
a f~w numbers ill the text, all to be provided by th", 
Universi t,v of Illberta co-authors, bad to be left out 
of this versi.on of' the paper Since they \'Iere not aveil-
a ble in time to ~Ml(e the deadline for this report. ~'he 
final version of the paper as submitted to the Journal 
of Geophysical Research will be i'or\~arded as soon as 
it is available. 
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'1'111.' ~:xpan"lvu I'IHIIl() of lI'lI~ncto~I'II()r1c SUbb:torlllS 
II The itesllOIHHj nt Synchronous Altltud" uf I'n\cIcltlll 
of Different Energy itnnges 
Abstract 
by 
G. It n" I ,>Ii ~ r n n d J. I,. K -( H n he t h 
lnlltl ('utll of Bllrth nnd Planetary Physics 
University of Alberta 
6dlllanton, Cnnnti.1 
and 
R. D. Sharp and E. G. Shelley 
I,ocitheed Pulo Alto Reseurch J,nhorntary 
Palo Alto, Cnlifarnin 94304 
U. S. A. 
Data from tile Locklleed particle detectors on ATS-5 in 
synchrlJllUUS I1rh It nnd from the meridinn line of mngnetometers 
opernted by the Univoratcy of Alberta IIro correlnted far 
periods of well defined 6ubst~rm nctivity. Specific substorm 
events are presented whose region of maximum perturbation can 
be accurately identified using current systeM modelling tech-
niques. It is found that imp~l6ive particle response at ATS-5 
is correlated with cllanges in the auroral electrojet structure 
during the development of the substorm expansive phase. TIle 
response of the porticle detectors appears to differ from event 
to event depending on the geometry of the disturbed region of 
the magnetosphere. It is concloded that the substorm distur-
bance typically begins at low latitude and propagates poleward 
in impulsive steps and that energetic eluctron enhancements 
ure observed at ATS-5 when the ~oleward border of the electrojet 
intensifies in the latitude range of the ATS-5, field line. 
- 2 -
n t ThiB fact permits the mapping of field lines in the equatorial 
plane to the cnrttl's surface at specific lnotnnts during the 
substorm expansion phnBe. 
Introduction 
Witll tl,e increasing interest in the tlleoreticnl des-
cription of substorm mecllnnisms over tile lase few yenrs, it 
has become necessary to attempt to define in great detail tbe 
morphology of the development of 'ul1 aspects of the mllgneto-
spheric 5ubstorm. This has been done to some extent through 
ground bused monitoring and through recordings of interpillnetnry 
and magnetospheric p1nsma and magnetic field parameters ob-
toined by spacecraft instrumentation. Tbe reader is referred 
to a review on polnr magnetic substorms by Hostoker (1972) for 
the details of such studies and n comprehensive bib1iograpllY. 
Unfortunately interpretation of the data obtained by 
spacecraft and ground based instrumentation has always been 
subject to 'some degree of ambiguity, particularly in the 
attempts to correlate the two suites of data. On tile part 
of the sat~llite, it is extremely difficult to separate 
spatial and temporal variations recorded on a moving vehicle 
and multisate11ite correlation studies are rare and also 
subject to conRiderable limitations. With regard to the 
ground based studies, there is a grent problem in using 
the exi~ting widely and irregu1at1y spaced network of 
observatories to stUdy vhat :Ls essentially a spatially 
II 
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loeali~ed and temporally short livud perturbation. 
Dato taken on syncllronouB satellites have been vcry 
valuable 1n cstnblinhing the statistical behaviour of the 
energatic pllrtiele distribution during substorms. Siuee 
the field lines at syncllronous orbit drop into the averuge 
auroral zone, the satellite often sees intense particle 
fluxes naar tile onset of sub~torm perturbations. In ~dAition, 
it is known that tile inner edge of the plasma ~I.et tends 
, ~ 
to move inwards in association with substorm activity 
(Vasyliunaa, 1968) and the averuge location of the inner 
edge of the plasm~ shbet is such that it often sweeps over 
a satellite at synchronous orbit (Schield and Frank, 1970; 
Shelley et aJ., 1971). 
Fluxes of very energetic electrons (E > 50 kev) asso-
cia ted with Bubstorms have been studied by Parks and Winckler 
(1968), Arnoldy and Ch~n (1969), and Lezniak and Winckler 
(1971) among others using ATS-l data. In particular Lezniak 
and Winckler noted a statistically significant difference 
in the behaviour of the energetic electron fluxes depending 
upon the pOSition of tne satellite with rcspect to local 
midnight. They concluded from their results that in the 
evening sector Rubstorms are associated with inflation of 
the magnetosphere while in the morning sector they are 
'I I, 
" i, ir 
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Ilccllmpanied by collapse. More recently BrlckHon nnd Winckler 
(1973) hnve Bilown thnt marked decreases in the onergDcic 
electron flux 1n the DveninG sceCur arc associated with 
fJUlllitut'm e,:pnnli:l.ve pllase:; ill thl.l midnlJ;ht sacCot'. 
~turlies of the behaviour of energetic electrons and 
protons over a wide energy runge have been cnrried out 
recently uaing ATS-5 data by DeForest nnd McIlwain (1971) 
and Shallay at al. (1971), Dnd some of tile resulta have 
bean summArized by Sharp nnd Jollnaon (1972). In particular, 
Dalorest and McIlwain have claimed on the bosis of clleir 
data that they can usc knowledge of the dispersion in the 
energy traces of their upectrograms to infcr the time of 
injection of the particles into tha trapping region. Howevcr, 
at ehe present timo it is unknown as to whether the energetic 
particles exist prior to the substorm and nrc convected 
inward in association with. the substorm expansion phase, or 
whether they arc accelerated during that expansive phase. 
Only in the correlative study ~y Mende et a1. (1912) has it 
been established that for ~he one event which was studled 
the increase in electron flux was a temporal and not 
spatial event. 
In our paper we hope to look further at this question 
of the separation of spatial and temporal effects. To do so 
we'shall usc data from the meridian line of magnetometers 
, .. 1 
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operated by the University of Alberta. Data from thia meridian 
lina llava been used to separate the spatial ond temporal fluc-
tuations of tha auroral electrojat using techniqueo deva~vpad 
by Llonnavier at ol. (1970) nnd Kisnbath ( .. 972). In addition 
the aeometry of perturbation current systems uBsocinCad with 
electrojct development hus been modelled (RoBtoker and Kiaabeth, 
1973; Kisabeth nnd Rostoker, 1973) and these modelling tech-
niques will be u~ad to estimate the pODition of ATS-5 with 
respect to tile intensified region of the wcs:wnrd electrojet. 
Description of the Data Acquisition and Presentation 
The Lockheed experiment ha6 been described by Sharp 
".l:.al. (1970). It includes six individual channel multiplier 
detec~~rB whiell will be principally utilized in this work. 
o Four electron detectors usc 180 permanent magnet analyzers 
to define tha differential energy windows listed in Table 1. 
Two proton detectors utilize thin foils to define proton 
thresholds at 5 and 15 keY. These detectors employ broom 
ma~nets to sweep out electrons with cnerBi~s below about 500 
keY. One should bear in mind that in constrast to the electron 
detectors the proton detectors are integral channels. The view 
angles of the detectors arc oriented approximately parallel to 
the spacecraft spin a~is and toward geographic north. Data 
Table 1 Energy Roqges of Detectors 
Ch al\.:~l Particle Energy Ronge (keV) 
CHll-A e1ectr~qa 0.65-1.9 
CHIl-U electrons 1.9-5.11 
CHll-C electrons 5.9-17.8 
CHll-D cl"clrons 17.4-53 
CFP-A protons > S 
j! 
" CFP-B protons > 15 ;1 I, 
!! 
'i 
! 
"f 
• 
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from the ATS-5 magnetometer are available through the courtesy 
of T. Skillman. These data havs not been corrected for vehicle 
backgrounds and instrumental effects and are used here only as 
n qualitative gUide. Th~ foot of the ATS-5 field line drops 
into Gentral Canada nenr Lynn Lake, Snokatcllewnn (67.3 0 N, 
31G.l oE corrected geomagnetic), which is ~ 15 0 to the east of 
tho meridian line of magnetometers. Local midnight at the 
satellite is approximately 0700 UT. 
The locations of the sites of the University of Alberta 
magnetometer line have appeared in several publications (sec, 
for example, ~isabeth and Rostoker, 1971). The coordinates 
are listed in Tuble 2 along with the code names which appear 
in the presentation of the data in magnetogram format. A 
detailed description of the data acquisition appears in the 
first paper of this series (Kisabeth and Rostoker, 1974) and 
it will suffice to sa:' here thpt the data sampling rate of the 
magnetometers gives a resolution of ±2 seconds which is com-
parable to that ob~ained for the ATS-S data. The modelling 
techniques are iound in KisabeLh (1972) and inVOlve current 
flow along tbe auroral oval while taking into account the 
effects of earth induction. In the following section we will 
study the detailed development of three substorms, paying con-
siderab1e attention to temporal and spatial variations of the 
current systems during the expansion phases. 
'rable 2 
Corrected Geomagnetic Coordinates of Mngnetoffigter Lin~ Sitee 
Site 
Resolute Bay 
Camb ridge Bay 
Fort Reliance 
Fort Smith 
Fort Chipcwyan 
l"ot't McMurray 
Heanook 
Leduc 
Calgary 
Newport 
Code 
NOllie 
RESO 
CAMB 
RI'Ll 
SNIT 
FTCH 
HCHU 
MENK 
LEDU 
CALC 
NWPT 
Invnriellt 
° Latitude( N) 
83.2 
%.9 
70.5 
67.5 
66 .5 
61, • 5 
62.2 
60.9 
58.8 
55.9 
Corrected 
Geomngneti.c 
Longitude(oE) 
306.0 
300.3 
300.0 
299.8 
301. 3 
302.7 
301..2 
301. 5 
302.0 
299.5 
I 
I 
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Anoly~ea ofcllC Substorm Events 
(i) !Joy 24 1" 1970 
This !Iay hos some typical fentures common to many sub-
storms Dnd olso contains aome unusunl aspects to the response 
of the particles nt synchronous orbit to the buildup of sub-
storm canditiollS. In addition, the mngnctollrnms exhibit a 
well-defined bellovlor in the polar cup, nurornl zone, and middle-
to-low latitudes wllich ib interpreCnbla in terms of the phose 
of substorm nctivity. Tlla mugnetograms from tIle stntion line 
nrc ihown in Figura 3 of popar I; selected magnetograms Erom 
higll-latitude, auroral zone, and low-latitude stations arc 
shown in Figure 2 of paper I. In ndd~~~on to these dnta ond 
the ATS-5 dnto shown in Figure 1, the follOWing information 
was avoil"bla: 
(i) Interpl"netary field data (Figure I of paper I); 
(Ii) All-sky camera data at SHIT; and 
(iii) Visual auroral observations at SHIT accurate to 
± 10 seconds. 
The interval of interest commences at ~ 0530 UT before 
which the activity was rather weak at auroral zone latitudes 
and the interplanetary magnetic field hal a nortllwnrd compo-
nent. At ~ 0535 UT the IMF turned southward (the IHF was 
observed to turn southward at 0515 UT at Explorer 35; see 
paper I for extrapolation to earth) and stayed in that con-
--~,. 
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figuration for thn durntion of the in(ervul oe interest. 
At ~ 0530 n sllnrp Aubstorm-type disturbance was noted 
in tho Alort mognotogrnm (Figure 1 of papDr I), and at 
Duroral lonc Intitudcs (sec Figurcs 2b of papcr I) an east-
ward elcctrojet waB obscrved to grow ia the evening sector 
and a westward jet in tile morning scctor. By 0600 DT therc 
was clear castward clectrojct activity in the eveaing sector 
and westward electrojct activity 1n the morning sector (sec 
Leirvogur in Figure 2b of paper I). During this time low-
latitude observatories begnn to show depression in the 
II-component (scc "uancayo in 'igure 1 of paper 1) and at 
the ATS-S orhit all electron channels showed increasing flUKes 
uatil about 0625 OT. This type of increase has been inter-
pr~ted by Shelley et nl. (1971) as ~he signature of the 
inward convecting plasma sheet engulfing the satellite. On 
the ground no visual arcs wer~ apparent at the station line, 
although one cannot rule out the possibility of diffuse 
subvisual auroral luminosity. Also at about 0600 OT the 
energetic proton fluxes began to decrease (sea CFP-P .n 
Figure 1) as a characteristic midnight sector signature in 
these particles began to develop (Sharp at al., 1970; 
Mende et.al., 1972). 
" 
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From ~ 0620-0640 UT the electron fluxes decreased in 
all channels, starting at high energies and moving sequentially 
co low~r energies. By 0648 DT electron fluxes were observed 
above det·ector baal,ground only in the lowl.!st energy channel 
(CHI-A). This SO(luence of events was quite unusual. Decreases 
tn the more enernetic particle fluxes in conjunction with 
substorms arc a common occurrence ut synchronous orbit (Lezniak und 
Winckler, 19~0; llogott and H~zer, 1972; Brickson and Winckler, 
1973) and are generally interpreted as che result of earthward 
motions of the trapped, particle populations' ,dth steep negative 
radial gradients (i.e., boundaries) to the fluxes; however, 
the electron fluxes in the energy range of Che Lockheed spec-
trometer rarely reach such low levels as seen in Figure 1. 
A reasonable interpretaCion of this event is discussed later. 
The Z component of the ATS magnetometer, BZ (the 
componunt along the spncecra~t spin axis - approximately 
geographic north) was generally decreasing during this period, 
reaching a minimum at ~ 0630 DT after which it was level until 
the onset of the major substorm. Examination of the other 
components of the spacecraft magnetometer (which are available 
only at much reduced temporal resolution) indicates that the 
change in the Z component was principally due to a rotation 
of the field into a more tail-like configuration rather tllan 
a magnitude change. 
'of 1; , 
\i 
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After 064' Dr a quiet arc become vluible at SMIT; Che 
arc appeared to he npproximately over FrCl1 (67.0 0 N) nnd was 
quitl! fnlnt. 
The above-mentioned sequence of eventH appenrs to hove 
occurred durtnu a time interval when Cllere WUH no uubatorm 
activity in the nverngc aurornl zone. Such 0 per10d might 
be construed us che Ilrowth or development phase of the ensuing 
substorm uxpaasive pllnse nctivity. On tile other hand, there 
nppcora to be very Ilioh-lntitude subutorm-like activity going 
on at this time which is discussed in detail in paper I of 
this series; At Alert (S~e .igure 2 of paper 1) we sec 
evidence of = large amplitude magnetic perturbation near 
0530 DT when the IMP turned southwnrd nnd subsequent substorm-
type nctivity until ~ 0640 Dr. It is intaresting to note 
that the cessation of nctivity in the polnr cnp corr~sponded 
to the appearance of visual nrc activity in the auroral zone. 
rile substorm which Eol1o~ed tllis buildup of nctivity 
was observed to onsat in both the magnetic nnd auroral 5i&-
natures at 0654:34 UT. Tile center of the current system was 
~ 64°N (invariant latitude) Dnd it was initially 
o 
no more than 3 in width. The diagrams showing the develop-
ment of the expansive phase nrc shown in Figures 6-11 of 
paper 1. 
i , 
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At ATS-5, no resronne to tile subutorm ons~t was ob-
6~rved unli1 0658:20. At tllst time tile e1~ctron flux~s b~gnn 
to incrense simultaneously innll cneroy cllannele and DZ 
increased by approximately 10 gummn. Exnminntion of tile 
oth~r campnll~nts of tllo mngn~tic field indicated thnt this 
change was ulso primarily a rotation, but tllis time to a 
more dipole-like configuration. Approximately one minute 
later tllera wus a vary rapid in~r~ase in proton flux. Tile 
fuct tllnt the alectron flux ineraases begun neorly simul-
taneously in all energy channels indicates that the particles 
originated in the near vicinity of the satellite rotller tllon 
being injected or hented elsewhere nnd drifted to the satellite. 
It is noteworthy tllDt there was a delay of about four minutes 
between the onset of tile expansion phose in the auroral zone 
and the rapid changes in particle fluxes at ATS-S. This 
implies lllDC tlla initial substorm onBet did not occur on the 
field line passing through ATS-S. Since the principal effect 
in the ground observations was a pole~Drd propagation of the 
expanding northern border of the electrojet, we infer that 
the radial outward motion of this disturbance was the cause of 
the sudden particle changes beginning at 0658:20 UT. We also 
note that after the initial onset at 0654:34 UT the peak 
disturbance of the electrojet was ~ lOOy Bnd it retained that 
- 12 -
rnngnitude until ufcer 0657:37 UT. Ilowevec, by 0658:34 UT, 
the disturbance hnd more tllnn doubled ind1cnting tllot nt 
~ 0658 tha curr~nt flaw intensified shnrply. In nd,lit.lon, 
there "uu 1\ pl'onounced nOl't:h~I1\\.'d motion of the aurorlll ur.ca 
oval' tile stntion line at this time, .iunlly, we nota tllnt 
the D-component response nC the station 11ne wns negative, 
indicating Cllot nny surge nctivity W1\S to clIO enst oE tllO 
line nnd closer to the sntcillte. 
IE nne Assoeiutes the sudden pnrticlo [lux increase 
nt ATS in tile period aEter tile onset of tile expnnsion plluse 
of the substorm with the poleward propogntion of the northern 
border o~ tIle olectrojut, one DDn infer Homo valunble infor-
mntion about tite location on the ground of the field line 
paSSing tllrough ArS. At the time of the initial development 
of the current system (~ 0654 Ur) there was no flux incrense 
observed at ATS, implying thu~ the northern border of the 
o BlectrojBt Dt about 65 (invarient latitude) wna 
equatorwnrd of the ArS fteld lina. this puta D limit on the 
tail-like diseortion of the geomognetic field nt this time 
close to the onset of the substorm when such R distortion 
should be at a muximum. At the time of the ropid particle 
flux incraase (0658:20 Ur) the location of the northern border 
of the electrojet wos at 66 0 ± 0.5 0 (invarient 
if 
ij 
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lutiCude). WI! ~nfl!r thne this is th'ri field line pllsuing 
tllrouoh ATS nt ~htH tlme. This in to be compnred wiell tile 
pradiction of the internal field model (GSFC 12-66) which 
gives tile invariant latitude of elle ATS field line UH 67.6 0 
and the model of Fairfield (1968) wllich gives a magnetic 
o latitude of approximately 66. Thus, nt this point in 
substorm time, the gDomagnetic field line at ATS was in Good 
agreement witll models of tile overnge field. 
Between 0701 ond 0702 UT tile electrojet intensified 
sharply, nnd until 0704 UT the poleward border expanded 
northword ognin. Between 0704 and 0705 UT, there was again 
a sharp intensification of the electrojct. The mnrkod +60 
ncar SMIT indicates the pre~ence of n Burge or loop (wllich 
was visible on the ASCA). The surge was sllort-lived and had 
vanished by 0706 UT. During this period between 0701 nnd 
0706 UT the electron spectru\\l ,continued to hn<rdcn snd there 
were many rapid variations in the particle fluxes, but there 
was no clear one-Co-one correspondence between ttle particle 
flux variations and the electrojet intensifications. These 
large rapid reversible variation~ in the particle fluxes 
are frequently observed to be superimposed on general flux 
increases and have previously been interpreted as adiabatic 
motions of existing particle populations rather than neW 
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injection and ~npid 10su of particles at the satellite (Shelley 
et 01., 1971). Tile minimum 1ifutime fo~ these trapped partielus 
due to strong pitall-nng1e diffu~ion is long compared to clle 
times of the observed fluctuations: thuB, to produce the 
observed flux reduction rates by 1086 processes would require 
a m~chanism much more efficient than pitch-angle diffusion. 
On the other lland, a possible mechanism for tile adiabatic 
motions of the particles is n drifc wave instnbility in this 
rngion of steep radial gradients in thu particle fluxus 
(lIasegawi" 1970). 
Although there was a lack of detailed correlation 
between tile particle flux variations and the magnetic pertur-
bations on the ground, Chere was general agreement between 
the time during which tile electron flux observed at ATB 10-
creased and hardened and the time during which the elcctrojet 
intensified (based on the 611 perturbation) near the ATS field 
line. This strongly indicates that ATS was insi~d the expan-
sion phnse sector npproximDte1ylSO cost of the western 
edge of rile Bubscorm-nssociated westward elactrojct. 
The modelling in Kisubelh (1972) suggests this westward 
e1ectrojet is ~ 500 in longitudinal extent, so tllat 
o ATS is still 10 west of the center of the electrojet. It 
is also interesting to note that it was just during this 
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period DE rnpid electron energy flux increase nnd intensified 
alectrojat aLtiviCy that tllO equatorial magnetic field wan 
rapidly rotating towurd u more dipolu-like configuration. 
As hus baun indicated ehere was nn enurgy disperaion 
in the dropout of the various electron chunnola in the period 
ufter 0625 UT with the more energetic electrons decreasins 
firse. The order of this dispersion wan reversed in the 
rapid recovery after 0658 UT. A possible interpretation of 
this saquence is suggested by the magnetic latitude dependence 
of the avernge anergy of clIO plasma sheet electrons at 18 BE 
as reported by llones (1968). These results indicnte a 
Boftening of the spectrum with J~crensing lutitude. ~he ATS 
o 0 
satellite at 105 W longitude is approximately 11 above the 
geomagnetic equator. Thus, if the plasma sheet on this 
occasion had a limited latitudinal extent, gradually con-
tracted equatorward beginning.at 0625 UT, and thereafter 
rapidly expanded at 0658 UT, one might expect a signature 
similar to the onc observed in the electron channels during 
this period. This is. of courae, under the assumption that 
the plasma sheet electron spectrbm on this occasion had a 
latitudinal dependence at 6.7 BE similar to that reported at 
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Honull et Ill. (1.973) reJlort thr.t n Ilrnduo1 thinning of 
che plasma sheet tnkea pluee for soma teno of minuteu before 
the expnnsiv~ pllllna of nt lanst some Bubatorma. ThiH gradual 
chinninll ifl obscrved from "SH ~ -6 Itll to at 1eust "SH .. -CiOR E• 
They further report that cha onset of the expansive phuse of 
che uubstorm i8 accompanied by furcllcr tllinning aC diacuncea 
beyond XSH~ -15 R! but iniciataB rapid tbickeninB at c10sar 
distances Co the earth. The later thickaning beyond "SH::: -15 
Ril is aSIlDciatad with a :apid polaward shift of the principal 
current of the auroral electrojet. In Itgure 1, we ace what 
could be interpreted as "chinning" starting at about 0625 U'l', 
30 minutes before tile onBet of tha expansive phusa, alld the 
con:csl'onding "thickening" four minutes after this onset. 
'rhe "thickening" was (.ssociated Idth the rapid northward 
expansion of the poleward border of the westward electrojet. We 
feel that the remarkable morpho1ogi~al correspondence bDtween 
the ATS results and the results of Hones et a1. (1973) pro-
vides support for the interpretati~R of the electron data 
outlined above. 
This passage of ATS into the lobe of the tail is an 
unusual Dvent relative to the body of data we have examined 
to this time. It implies a magnetic field configuration such 
that tile plasma sh~et is displaced southward with respect to 
- -"--'-'---'"'-_._ ..  .. _ .. --~----
I 
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tile noomaGnctic equator, wlliell in turn ia ahout 11 0 aoutll of 
the ATS locution on tile GeoGraphic equator. Some support (or 
this picture is provided by tile datu from I'loncer 6 (Lazarus 
at 01., 1973) wilich indicnte tllnt tile solar wind is flowing 
with n relntively strong north-to-soutll component noar the 
time of interest. The one-Ilour average value or the Claw 
component normal to the ecliptic plane is -68 km/uec for the 
period from 05 to 06 OT on September 1, 1970 (the closest 
avnilable data). Tllis is the 9th largest hourly value of 
the 296 values tabulated for Clle month of September. 
Por the duration of this substorm event after 070& OT 
there were pef6istent quasi-periodic intensifications of tho 
poleward border of tile electrojet, as described in paper I. 
!Iowevar, none of tile ATS parameters respond significantly 
in conjunction with anyone of these events. The electrons 
maintained approximately constant flux intensities which were 
significantly harder and more intense thon those associated 
with pre-substorm conditions and the protons gradually re-
turned to abaut their pre-substorm levels hy 0745 cr. The 
fact that no further impulsive intensifications of energetic 
particle flux wara noted after 0706 UT suggests that any 
further injections did not take pluce as close to the earth 
as the ATS~5 orbit. 
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Onc furtllcr foct Is apparent from Cllis event. Thut 
ia, afcer che initial parc of the expansive plluse, cllcra is 
every r~ason to believe that ATS-5 is on field lines Wllich 
drop into the aurornl electrojet. Now it is ~lenr that for 
an hour Cut least) after tile onset of the event, tile eleetro-
jet is very wide and very intense, BO that there must be 
eoosidcrabla precipitation of energptic particles to maintain 
it. Tha relative eanatnncy of the fluxes measured by ATS-S 
in tltis period indicate that the loss of ~leetrons to maintain 
the level of ionospheric conductivity is 8mall compared to 
the net flux available. 
One can see if this is reasonable by estimating from 
the measured [lux levul at ATS, what time would be necessary 
to dump the entire contents of the flux tube intu the iooo-
sphere at a rate necessary tp maintain sayan IDC, Class I, 
aurora. Assuming isotropy, t,he omnidirectional electron 
energy flux at ATS C.ATS ) between 0700-0900 DT was of the 
order of 100 ergs/cm 2-sec, The precipitation rate into the 
ionosphere (.i) necessary to maintain a Class I aurora on 
2 is 0.6 ergs/em -sec (Dalgarn? et al., 1965). The electron lifetime 
T L 
m 'B 
" ATS'c ion 
.ion 8' OATS 
-- -- .. --~--~-.. _. _ ... _---.... -._-,----
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where t is tlla particle bounce period nnd n iH tIle field f 
magnitude at tIle appropriate location. Par 10-kaV electrons. 
T is approximately Eour SllC(lncs. Bion/BATS is approximately 
1,00 nntl TL <":S 9 hours. This is approximately a Eactor of ten 
longer than the minimum lifetime due to strong pitch-angle 
diffusion (Kellnel. 1969). So we see the flux at ATS is 
sufficient to maintain a considerable percipitation level 
for an extended period of time. 
In summary. the period of interest for this substorm 
began at about 0530 OT wItl, the sharp onset of magnetic 
activity at high latitudes in conjunction with the southward 
turning of the interplanetary magnetic field following a 
period of several hours during which the field was northward. 
A rapid thinning of the plasma sheet was initiated at ~ 0625 
UT, resulting in a marked drop in the fluxes of energetic 
electrons but no significant .ground based magnetic signatures. 
The ouset of the expansive phase of the major substorm 
occurred at about 0654 UI. The electrojet intensified and 
expanded northward in several impulsive events in the period 
between 0654 and 0709 OT. The poleward border remained 
unchanged for approximately the next hour while the entire 
electrojet Was subject to localized irregular intensifications. 
Thereafter the northern border decayed while the southern 
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bordor oxperionced rnarkad fluctuations. At synchronous orbit, 
tlla ATS-5 parCiolo observations showed ella electron fluxos 
t~ he Gradually iucrcasing betwecn 0530 and 0620 UT and then 
dacllyinll untll eh\! substarm axpnnsive phuHe ansat. During 
ehis perioll the magnetic field at ATS was b~coming more tuil-
like. We have ineerpreted this sequence oE events as a 
motion of tilO plasma sheet over the satellito lanvlng the 
sntulllto tumporarllY above the high-lntitude edge oE tile 
plasma shoct and thereforu in tha loba of the tail. At obout 
0658 UT ehere was a very rapid intensification of botll the 
electron and proton fluxes. TIle energetic (I > 6 keY) 
electron flux continued to increase significantly wllile the 
magnetic field of ATS become more dipole-like between 0658 find 
0707 UT. the period of rapid grol~t:h of the electrojet. He 
have interpreted tllis as the outward propagntion of a distur-
bance wh1ch is heating the elhctrons nnd tllcreby expanding 
or thickening thc plasma sheet. After about 0707 UT the 
particle fluxes did not change drnmotically during tllO 
remainder of the substorm, but the flnx intensities wer~ 
adequate to provide the precipitation necessary to maintain 
the electrojet without significantly diminishing the trapped 
population. 
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(ii) Day 195,1970 (JulyU) 
This was a relatively active day witll pronounced 
substorm nrtivity ln tllo intervals 0130-0500 DT ond 00.0-
0900 UT. Only during the latter period were ATS-5 and the 
station line in the diBturbcd sc~tor of the niglltHide macneto-
sphere so only cl,at sequence of nctivity will be studied in 
detail. Tile stntion line mugnetbgrnms for this perlod are 
showl. in Figure 2 Dud selected normal magnetogrnms from the 
Nortll American sector are shown in Figure 3. The data from 
the ATS-5 particle detectors and magnetometer are shown in 
Figure 4. Tile first indication ?f the development of activity 
in ti,e North American sector was at 0640 UT, when tile growth 
of a weak westward clectrojet was noted Dt Churchill 
associated with a substorm onset. The center of the electro-
jet was somewhat soutll of Churchill. There was a second weak 
intensification at ~ 0700 UT, .again slightly south of Ch,lrchill, 
but there was Virtually no activity at the magnetometer line 
save for a weak eastward jet centerad at ~ 66 0 N. 
At ATS there was a gradual but continuous increase in 
the saft alectron fluxes. The increase initially appeared in 
CME-A Bnd then in CME-B and CME-C in that order. Thare was no 
significant increase in the highest energy electron channel 
during this period. 
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The next HtGntflcnnt event bennn nt ~ 0730 UT, and 
involved the sharp intensification of elle westward clcctrojat 
noted at our Htnrion line. Tile center of tile electrojet was 
at ~1oN, nnd it wus rather narrow witll the cquatorwurd border 
being at ~ 6SoN. The shurp -6D response indicates the current 
flow wos tilted witll respect to a lin~ of conatnnt geomagnetic 
latitude. Tile eastward electrojet remained relntively un-
chnnged nt this tIme nnd produces a +t'.1l peak equaton,nrd of 
the IInran!] discontinuity. The electrojet renched its \lealt 
intensity of ~ 80y nenr 0736 UT, by which time it hud 
broadened to stretch from 66-71 0 N und its center hod moved 
slightly poleward (sec Figure in). During this event, tllere 
were no significant changes at ATS until ~ 0735 VT. Detween 0735 
and 0736 Dr the electron flux increased and hardened siRnificantly 
(the CME-D electron flux increased by n factor of 6 - SBe 
Figure 4) and tllere was a ali,ht increase in the proton flux. 
There was also n very slight decrease in ilZ (~3y). Tile fact 
that the electron flux increase occurred nearly simultaneously 
in channeL C and D indicates that the satellite was in or 
very near the sourCB region. Inspection of the magnetometer 
chain data via latitude I' • profiles (sec Figure 5b) indicates 
that there was on intensification of the northern border of 
the electrojet at ~ 0736 ur. 
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Thus, wllile there wus no chnnAe in 
the particle fluxes at ATS in associntion witll tIle substorm 
onset at 0730 UT, th~re WUR a significant electron flux 
increasH associated with the intensification of tIle poleward 
border of tIle electrojet and the magnetic perturbation in 
the equntorial regiDn at ~ 0736 DT. We can again interpret this 
event in tarms of a disturbance propagating outwnrd aftar the 
subseorm onset and tllus producing a poleward shift of the 
northern edge of the electrojet. Uowever, the characteristics 
of this event at ATS are different from the others discussed 
herB in at least two respects. First, the flux increase is 
quite smooth and there appears to be little, if any. effect 
in the low-energy electrons. Second, there was no signifi-
cant reconfiguration of the magnetic field of ATS.Tl~B, it 
may be that ATS-5 was slightl~ to the east of the actual 
disturbance nnd the heated electrons rapidly drifted to the 
satellite. It should also be pointed out that this was not 
a large event in terms of the electrojet intensity even though 
it involved a substantial perturbation in the equatorial 
electron flux. After 0736 DT the event decayed up until 
0748 UT, at which time the electrojet strengthened again 
o 
slowly with its pesk being over SMIT (68.1 N). It is 
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noticeable that tile +611 regime over HeHU (65.0 oN) tntun~ifJed 
almultnnuouoly with tile -All regime over SHtT. It is incurea-
ting to notc tllDt tile uutullite "z fiuld be~nmc depressed in 
llDsocintioll Idth n rotation of the field into n morc tnil-lil,e 
eonfi3urntion ufter 0752 UT. Tilis 1s consistcnt wicll u sub-
stC'rm to the lllHlt of hoth the satellite and the stlltion line. 
AlBa, there waH n al :tght :Lnerctlac In the GFl'-U PI:otons at 
0752 ur consistent with inJeetlon of tlle.e protons to tile 
cost of tilO satellite wllere anbBtorm activity wns in pro-
suen Dt Churchill nnd GrDnt WIIDle. Datn from thuse 
two stntions pinpoint the Bubatdrm onset Dt 0742 UT, nnd around 
this time quiet nurornl orcs nppenred over the stntion line 
at the latitude of SHIT. The arcs, Wllich nppenred initinlly 
in the cast, graduully extended into cl,e zenith by 07~8 Uf 
nt which time tile westwnrd elootrojet completely dominuted 
the enstl"lrd elect'rojet to the. nouth (see Figure 50). After 
0602 ur the strenBth of the current flow decayed gradunlly, 
und the nrcs Dnd 6z c 0 crossover of the latitude profile 
moved equotorwnrd. By 0819 UT the arcs were quite weak and 
the electroj et '''16 contered nen', '" 67. SON (sec }"igUl'e Set). 
Over the period ufter tile 0752 ur event up until 0819 UT, the 
fluxes of electrons and protons foll off slowly nnd the 
mngnecic field at ATS remained ncnrly constant. 
-~--"""""~" 
I 
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At 0819 UT, an evenC commenced durilll wll06e course the 
entire ntghtiide magnetosphere wos violently distorted. Ilxpnn-
s10n pilose signnturcH were obscrved clcarly to occur stmul-
tUllcous1y fronl I!utlncayo (353. aOE) to 1I0nolu1!! (266. SUE) tit low 
latitudes, indictlting that ehe disturbcd regioll or tilC 
t 1 t 1 d t 1°"6· noD r 1 1 I magllc osp \(HC ux 'CII( cover 0 ~ ., 0' oog',tu, c. He 
shall see that tile macrostructure of this event WtlS quite 
complex. He wisll to poillt out at this time tllDt 110 ground based 
signature of growth appeared to precede this mnjor event, and 
nll ~hut was noted was wenk, but well defined, expansive phase 
nctivity. llowever, the magnetic field in the ATS-S sector re-
mnined in II tail-like configurotion throughout the period from 
0700 UT until the onset of this evant. 
FirRt of 011 WB note tllot a we uk residual westword 
electrojet remained Dcross the scntion line nt 0818:40 UT, 
centered Dt ~ 57.SoN (sec Fig~re 5d). The sizeuble -AD and 
asymmetric character of 60 indicnte our station line to be 
nBor the wDstern edge of the westward ~et. From Figure 3, we 
see that this residual alectro.jet is observed fa the south 
of both Churchill and Great Hhole, but the lack of 60 distur-
bance indicates they are well away from the ends of the 
current system. It also indicates this wenk westwnrd jet to 
be qulte long. 
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Wilen tilO disturbance in question exploded, the onset 
time wus estimnted n~ close to 0019:12 UT. At tllo Htntion 
line, tilO initin! two minutes rentured the growtll of n 
latitudinally locnlized (61 0 < • < 69°) current clement with 
some smnl! ~"6D perturbutlon, wllerens at Churchill nll three 
components cllnnged simultnneously. At Churellil1 tile lnck of 
+6D indicntcu no 6urgc nt tllnt longitude; however, tbe 
quasi-periodic nppenrance of 6z indicntes severnl impulsive 
bursts of nctivity in cilis sector, wllicb cun be seon better 
using tile magnetometer line dutu. 
By 0821:18 DT n siBnifica~t +6D wus in progress over 
tile station line illdienting the presence of a surge over 
SHIT (Figure 60). 
The surge grew_until 0823:21 DT (see Figure Gb) after 
which it began to decay: however, at 0823:32 DT tile 
auroral arcs brightened and a'new surge formed over SHIT 
moving to the norCllwest. By 0825:24 DT (sec Figure 6c) 
an intense +60 region developed between SHIT nnd REL1, Dnd 
REL! was in a strong -611 (~ 600y) regime. The surge died by 0827:26 
DT (see Figur. 6d), only to be regenerated near RELI at 
~ 0828 DT and again at ~ 0832 DT and ~ 0839 UT. Ench of 
these intensifications involved a +6D regime to· the north 
of REL!. 
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TIle first effect observed tn tIle partielea was a 
marked decrenoe in tIle higll-energy clcctronn (OMI-O Dnd 
CHI-D) from 0815 to ~ 0818 UT, prior to OilY apparent activity 
or either an auroral or magnetic nature iu ehe stntion linc 
s.'tor. There was merely continued dccay of the wenk residual 
o 
electrojet centered DC ~ 67 N. The arcs were very diffuse 
at that time but wIlen elley were brigllter, near 0810 UT, they 
Ilad been noted as moving aquutorwurd. This decrease in the 
higher-energy electron fluxes can be interpreted as an adia-
baCic motion of the existing particle population resulting 
from enhanced inward convective flow during this pIlose of 
the substorm. 
Between 0818 and 0819 UT, less than one minute prior 
to the onset of the 6ubstorm, the energetic electron fluxes 
begun to increase slowly, returning to their prior levels at 
approximately the time of the substorm onset. Beginning at 
app~oximately the same time, the AIS DZ field component also 
began tD increase very slowly; however, due to the rather 
poor resolution on the other magnetometer axes, it was not 
possible to distinguish between a field line rotation and an 
intensity change. In the period between 0820 and 0824 ur whon 
the electrojet intensity was increaSing at the latitude near 
the foot of tIle ATS-5 field line there was a genernl increase 
I. 
" 
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in the cnerget1c ulectron fluxes. Durlng thLs per10d chure 
were also large oscillntions in nll the particle fluxes nnd 
tile magnutic field increased rrom npproximntely 120y to lAOy 
and rocncud Co a more dipolu-like confiouration. The slow 
flux incretlsus prior to 0820 DT may wull huvu rUBultcd from 
adiabatic motions of tile existing particle populations, but 
the more ropid increnses, occurring ofter 0820 Dr in conjunc-
tion with tile field configuration cllonge and tile intensifica-
tion and norCllward slliEting of the alecLrojet, nre agaia 
most consistent with the outward (polewnrd) propogation of 
n disturbance which is heating lha plasma and unhancing the 
precipitating particle energy flux. We estimate from the 
groul}-d magnetometer dllta that the northern border of the 
electrojet was at approximately 69 0 invuriel1t 
latitude at this time. Aguin, we should poiat out that the 
rapid up and down fluctuation~ of the particle fluxes arc 
most probably the result of adiabatic motions of the particle 
populations in the region of steep radoial gradients. He also 
note that at least part of the net overall flux change tllat 
we observed could have been due to motions of the particle 
drift shells resulting from the increased magnetic field. 
By 0824 Dr all particle pnrameters had reached 
relatively stable values with n higher Dv.rage energy than 
prior to the substorm intensification. In addition, the 
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auroral nel I.v:lty ovur the station line hod d<!!l<!neruted into 
milky dUfulle nctivity over till! .entiru nicht sky. 
At 0824:2Q DT, the auroral urea briglltcncd ~trongly 
to the soutllweat of SHIT, nnd tile mngnetic records (Pigure 9c) 
show nn intense electrojet developed to the nortl1 near RBLI 
o (71.5 N). It is important to noeu tllot there was not a 
sicnificant response to thia event at ATR. In addition 
there were no significant eCCects observed at ATS in naso-
eintion witll the intensifications of the alectrojet which 
followed at ~ 0828 UT, 0832 DT and 0839 DT. However, we note 
that the major intensifications of the alectrojet after 0824 
oT occurred at latitudes above 6S o and we thUB infer that 
any electron injections associated with these events took 
pluce outside (poleward) of the ATS-5 orbit. Nonetheless, 
ATS-5 was on field lines which penetrate tile electrojct, and 
therefore must be on field linea on wllich electrons nre being 
dumped. The fl""I'ldirectional energy flux of electrons at ATS 
2 in this period waij of the order of 50 ergo/em -sec 
(assuming isotropy). This is enough flux to maintain an IDC 
class II aurora for 25 minutes before depleting the flux tube. 
Therefore, even without fresh injections of particles there 
was enough flux at ATS to maintain sufficient conductivity 
for the electrojet for a considerabl'e period. This lack of 
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,I1'llmntic activity in the A'rS pal·ticle detectors when- the 
satellite 1M tnfc~r~d to be on field linc~ penctrntinR tile 
clectroJct equatorwnrd of tile poleward border is typical of 
tile events we Ilove studied. 
'I'll summnri7.e, we note that during the first event, nt 
nbout 0730 UT, u narrow westward clectrojct was centered at 
~ 67 0M at tile atneian line and there wus evidence thnt ATH-S 
was ncar the eastern end of the TeRion or tho disturbance. 
Tl,ere were no changes in tllo pa~tj_clcs or the mognetic field 
observed at ATS-5 at tile timc of the 8ubstorm onset (~ 0730 Ut); 
Ilowever, there was a significant increase in the energetic 
electron flUKes at nbout 0736 UT in conjunction with an 
intensification of tile northern border of the electrojet. 
In spite of the fnct tllat ATS may have been slightly to the 
east of the main sector of nctivity, this event was inter-
pretable in terms of the disturbance initiating inside the 
ATS orbit and p-(opngnting olltwtlrd. 
The second event of th~s day which we covered in detail 
occurred at about 0819 UT. This event was rather widespread 
in longitude and both the station line and ATS-5 were clearly 
in tile sector of the main disturbance. There was no classic 
growth period preceding the event, but we did observe a 
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BiGniflcnnt duureuBe in tIle energetic electrono at tliO 
satellite beginninG about four minutoa prior to tIle onBet 
of tIle 6ubatorm. Thcfe werD sevaral electrujPt intenHlfiaa-
tions observed at the stntion line ~n tIle period between 0819 
and 0839 Dr. The energetic electron fluxes increased siG-
nificantly in the I'c~tod between 0819 and 0823 DT while the 
field became mrre dipole-like. Tllure were suvernl rapid 
fluctuation~ in all of the particle fluxes durinu this time, 
but there was not a clear one-to-one correlation betweun 
these fluctuations and time variations of the electrojet 
obsarved at the station line. It was, however, just durinG 
this period tllat the electrojet intensified in the latitude 
range corresponding to the ATS-5 fiuld line. The later 
intensifications of the electrojet occurred at higher latitudes. 
Thus, again we cnn interprmt this event DS being initiated 
near or sliBhtly inside the ATS-5 orbit nnd propagating outward 
envelopinG the satellite in the period between 0820 and 0823 
DT as it progressed outward. 
(iii) Day 183, 1970 (July 2) 
This was • moderately active day which included two 
very large substorms near 0630 DT and 1045 DT. We shall 
concentrate on the 0630 DT event, which had been described 
in some detail in Kisnbeth and R6stoker (1971). The station 
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lino mngnetograms nrc uhown in Figure 7, and seleated 
mngnctogrnma from the North American IBctor nrc sllown in 
Pigure~. TI1~ ATS-j dbta are shown in Pigllra 9 The first 
indication of nctivity WOH LIID beginning of n slow rotation 
of tile mngnetic fl~ld nt ATS into a more tail-like configuration 
starting nt about 0400 UT. At 0444 UT n qubstorm onset 
occurred in the Grent Wllale sector (the best estimnte of tllo 
time is obtained from the low-latitude mngnetogrums). Churchill 
wus ncar the western end of the Bubstorm electrojet. A 
typical evening sector substorm signature was seen at ATS, 
viz., u gruIlua1 increase of the (A,B) proton flux at ~ 0446 
UT and an approximately simultaneous rotation of B to a more 
tail-like configuration. At 0504 ur there was nn sse noted 
at all low-latitude nights ide stations; it ~a6 also seen at 
Explorer 35 between the earth and the sun at ~ 0450 VT and 
involved an increase in BTOT ~rom ~ 8y to ~ 12y. At this 
time (within the limits of our measurements) the plasma 
sheet was pushed in past the satellite,' as indicated in the 
(A,B,C) electrons. Note the typical energy dispersion that 
has been interpreted as the signature of the soft inner 
edge of the plasma sheet (Shelley et a1., 1971). The 
satellite remained in this enhanced plasma region uatil the 
start of the main event. 
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At tl\~ mngnctam"10f cllnin (ch~aHinB ehe baseline Dt 
"~45 UT) na activity wns nDticeable 1IIItil ~ 0&23 UT, ot which 
tllne n w~ult wVAtwIlrtl electro.let wna observod to grow cantered 
Dt ~ 700 N. This elcctrojet perHisCud until ~ 0632 DT wilen 
tlla subBtotm broke out strongly in tile r~Gion of tho maridian 
line (Figuro lOa). Tile ulectrojet intcnuified sharply Dt 
~ 0639 oT (Figure lOb); cilia wus nn intensification of the 
existing electrojet Dnd not a northern bordcr effect. Again 
at ~ 0641 oT the clectrojet experienced u very lurge intensi-
ficDtion, ulmost doubling [rofu ~ 200y Co ~ 390y in 58 seconds 
(sec Figare tOc Dnd d). At tllis time tile stotion line truly 
entercd the Bubstorm sector (+68 at Newport nnd n large +6D 
over MINK implied passBge oE D loop or surge indicating the 
western edgc of tilO electrojee nnd passed over the station 
line). The elccerojet continued to intensify steadily until 
~ 0648 UT, at wlliell time el,e ~orthcrn bordeE of tbe electrojet 
intensified (see Figure 9 from Kisnbeth ond Bostoker (1971) 
for the pertinent latitude profiles) and the +6D perturbation 
indicated tllc developmcnt of a surge over SMIT. The clectro-
jet northern border rcmoined weakly active for the period 
0650-0726 UT with pcak rrognitude staying between GOO-700y. 
After 0726 UT the electrojet decayed rapidly. 
At ATB thera were significant variations in the 
particle fluxeR tllroughout the period discussed, but there 
was not D siwple one-to-onc correspondence between the eve~ts 
, 
" 
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observed an tile ground und the principal particle flux cllnnges. 
Tile satellite mugllctic [iald and encrnctic proton r1uxe~ allowed 
typ:lcnl 1111 dn 19he sector subs torm s:lgnutures, namely U ilIa" 
decrease 'In i"1Ul( Dnd a rotation of the field to"nnl u mort' 
tuil-like configurntion beginning bet"een 0530 olld 0600 OT 
(sec Figure 9) followed by tile beginning of tile recovery of 
the proton fluxes and the magnetic field bet"ecn 0634 nnd 0636 
UT. In the period preccedLng tile uubutotm OllseC (prior to 
0632 UT) tllera "etc slow variations in the electron fluxes, 
but there "ere no dramatic varintions Dt tile time of onset 
of elle expansion pllDse npnrt from un appurent increase in 
tnrbnlence. The turbulence increused during tha period of 
gro"tl1 of tile elecCrojct noted bct"een the lntiClldes 
und Tile situation cllnngcd markedly ut ~ 0636 ur (~ 4 
minutes ofter tllC onset of the expansion pilose) Dt "hieh time 
thare "as a sudden increase in, protoll fluxes. This time is 
significant in that tllere "as no onset oE pronounced growth 
of the ring current us inferred from the 10"- and middlc-
latitudi observatories in "estarn Nortll Amcrica (sec Fignre 8). 
After tha sharp increase in proton ;1ux at ~ 0636 UT, there 
were quasi-periodic modulations of both the proton and elec-
tron fluxes. As discussed I,reviously. these large .fast 
Ii 
reversible flux changes nre interpreted as adiabatic motions 
" 
'" I: 
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orodlcutH, p"rllnpK DB U rcsule oc drift: wnV~H, 
Thel'l' WIlS n coutlnuctl Hlol~ and In:egu[nr growth in 
the Illgh ('!1(Orgy l'lcctron flllxl'.s nnd the ntl'l'nglh or the 
nurol'nl e1l'eCI"t'.Illt untl.l nbout 0700 lJ1', It IHIIl at thls t:l.mll 
thnt ehe po:lmnnd bonier of the el.ectrllJet 'HIS r:Lnnl1y 
confirmed ns beinG nortll of ON (sec PigureR 10c nnd f), 
There waH D ~]enr expnnslon pllnse SlGllotllrll ill n~ Dt 071J:~2 
o UT, ilL ,~hlch t:tmll the eJectrojllt J.ntcnHlfi(1d shnrplY lit '" 67 N 
(lnd ol(1ur llxl)tlnslon phnse signatures wure noted lit V:tctoriu 
nnd Newport, There were no siguificllnt chanGes in elle 
particle flux levels Ilssoe:tated l<1th this event, The subsrorm 
did not begin to decny ut tIle stu cion line until about 0726 UT, 
TIle pnrc:tcie fluxes cllonged only slowly /lnd cliO olectron 
spectrum ramu:tned llord until abouc OB~O UT. AGain we sec 
a situntion where the electron flUxes Dt thll aquator are 
sufficiently intense (50-100 prgs/cmZ-sec, nSHumlng iootrop,) 
to maintain the precipitatiau necessary to sustain the 10no-
spheric couductivity at D high level wiellout tllemselves allowing 
nny substantial depletion. 
To summo'rize this event. thc equatorial mU!JIlI>tic field 
and proton fluxcB measured at ATS d~splaycd a typical pre-
midnight substarm signnture beginninc approximately one hour 
prior to the substal:m onset as determined from ground "bscr:vu-
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tions. Tllur~ waH not a clenr siGnuCllru in ti,e partiale 
flux au in coincidence wich Clle ~ub9torm onseC; Ilowever, 
tharll Wll6 goo" lI!,;1:e"ment beCI~een the rnpid rllcovllry of Che 
proton fluxes nlld liZ inerense at ATR and the onSDC of rino 
current oro"' "h ob'H!l'ved nC low latiCud(,,, nbout fOUl: minuCas 
afCer the substnrm onset wus notad at ehe meridinn lina. 
On the basis or ti,e cleacron fluxes, Clla ATS satellite Ilud 
cnCara" the pll1smo sheet lIbout ~() m:Lnutes prior to the 
·~bstorm. During the period of elccCrojet nctivity ti,e 
electron spactrum continued to harden Dnd Chere were quasi-
periodic flux modulations in tl,a higllcr energy electrons 
and protons. Tllere was not n simple one-to-one correspondence 
betwcen tho flux modulations Dnd clectrojot activity. Tilis 
event d:l.ffcl:s from the IHovious ones In that the polo"ard 
border stayed in tI,e viCinity of ~ 67-6SoN for n lnrgc 
portion of tl,o event (0632-0700 UTI before it moved fur tIler 
poleward. It is signlficnnt that during ehe period 0632-0700 
OT ti,e energetic electron fluxes incregsed in association 
with elcctroiet intensification)in the fnshion observed in 
the ~revious CDSes where elle poleward border of the electro-
jet "as inferred to mop into the ATS fiold line. It is also 
important to note thnt, after the poleward border moved north 
o 
of ~ 68 N, the energetic electron fluxes otnbilized in the 
fnshion noted for the previous events. 
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Cunclusions 
H~ huve ,,1I"wn thnt there exists u close l:~lationHhip 
between ehe flllctllnt:l.ons in the intensity of the (\lIroro1 elec-
trojet unct cllnnBcH 111 tile fluxes of energetic particles at 
synchronous orbit, Ilowever thia relationship depends strongly 
on the position of the foot of 1uCel1ite field line with 
respect to tile slIbstorm int'l-'r1Jl l1urorlll elcctl:O:lct. \~c have 
shOl<n thtle mnjor inject:Lon~ ~,~ .c .. t nncemel'ts of cnergetj,c pnr-
tie1e fluxes occurring in conjunction witll Hubstotm onset or 
intcnsificntions of tllo poleward border nrc only 8,len when the 
satellite is on field lines which penetrate the roltward 
border oE the substorm disturbed region. Hhen the satellite 
is in a meridian plane thnt cuts the aurorn1 e1et.!,!·"j~et~ 
(which was the case for all the events presented in this 
paper) delays between tile appearance of energetic particle 
enhancements and tile substorm onset ara relaeed to the radial 
displacement of the satellite with respect to the region in 
the equatorial plana into which the substor. disturbed region 
of the ionosphere is mapped. In particular, we note that for 
Day 244 the substorm was initiated earthward of the ATS 
orbit, and at the time of the onset no particle enhancements 
were observed at the satellite even thougll the electrojet 
had intensified in the longitudinal sector in which the 
il 
ill "" Impilluivu Jllmp (He~ puper I) did Llle partlcle fl,lxed 
also 1llllicDteli chile rhe particles were ll1jected eluue to the 
""cellice mel':ld1nn lila lie , 011 the. buuil1 o[ theBe tlIH.ervaC.Lollo, 
tOI)l'.ther with corrllhlHutll1!l cv.Ltlellcll l"rt'lII the uthcl' ev~ntu 
U t 1I t! I c <I ill tid u pup c r, 'Hl CUll C 111 tic t hilt " II 1)' \~ 11 e 11 t h " (0 \l t 
DC ti,e untallice flelt! lille pelletl'nted tllu reGion ar th~ 
puleward bUl'ller of the 10110aphor1c ulectl'uJec, nre 1mpll161vu 
pnrtlclc jlljc~tlol1H obscrved lit tIle Hul~11IL" ut tho Bnme 
tillle DB che Intells1[Jcutlon ur elle poleNurd border Is observed 
nCllr ClIO enttl\. Tl1i~ observation CPlll:lu6 ol11y to C~lSCS wl,crc 
ti,e snCellito moritllnn plune Dilts ti,e HubHtDrm intcI1R1Eicti por-
It :la clenr thnt suddell oll1!lIncellll1nCS 
. 
of pnrticlQ flllxcs muy 1)0 O\)Hcrved nt synel\CO\IOUS urbit eV~n 
if eha sntcllitc is tlluplucetl longltutlinnlly from cl\~ Hllbstorm 
distllrbed 1'Ol)ion, nnd thnt snoll cnhollcoments will be deluyed 
wIth rospBce to tI,e nSHocinceti electrojct il1tcnslficlltibn 
by soma time relatcd to tl,c drift velocic), of tI,e encrgetic 
particles, IlOl~eve!;, tor such cnses thcro "ill be tiispers:lon 
notad among the cnorgy cllunnols ~see DeForest and Mcllwnid, 
1971) nnd tl,eHe mny cusily be Identified b)' thnt signature, 
-.... 
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Wu 0180 Ilote thnt, wilen the sntellite sues impulsive 
cnhnncehll'lIl!1 ur cncrnfjtic pnrt::lcle fluxus, chctt.! nrc. 
genernlly H~veral rlHDS nnd folIo in particle fluxes be Care 
penk flux~s nrc renclled. Tile allort Cime Henle of tllia 
cllnrocterisClc SCructllfC on tile lendinA edge oE tile rise in 
parti.('le flux suggests Chnt chese arc atlinbntic chnnlles 
associated with oRcillntionB in che ~osiCion of the edge 
oE clIO plasma AI,uet or other rcgions of sCrone radlnl gtudiencs. 
The incensicy 01 Clleee rnpid variations in flux sugBesta that 
chere is considerable turbulcuce in the plasma sheet Dt lenst 
at tile timcs of substorms. 
Pinnlly, we have shown for all the evanes creaCad 
in ellis paper that when the poleward border of tile subs corm 
intensified Durornl electrojec has expanded poleward 80 that 
it lies north of the nominnl posit'Lon of the foot of the 
ATS field line, fuw impulsive particle effects nrc noted 
even thougll the ATS field line tllen drops into tile Ilenrt of 
the Duroral electrojet. As we have pointed uut in tile text, 
uuder chese conditions tile particle fluxes, while relatively 
stable, arc conSiderably enhanced relative to the pre-
substorm levels. The lack of impulsive particle effects 
at this time, despite tile mnny impulsive intensifications 
of the auroral electrojet which mny take place after the 
I • 1 t I . 
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pol~wnrd horder of tIle elcctrnjet has pasHed to tIle north 
of the foot of the satellite field 1ino, indicates that 
ony further particle injections occur rndially outside the 
ATS orbit Dnd therefore cannot be obuorved by that satellite. 
Wo hove further 8hown tllat the fluxes Dre sufficiently lnrgo 
after the injection has occurred on the drift shell 
occupied by the satellite, to support n precipitating flux 
capable of maintaining thu auroral e1ectrojct. 
On the basis of the observations noted above, we f~cl 
that we may conclude the following facts about the substorm 
process. Firstly, we conclude that the observations arc 
consistent with a model in which tIle Bubstorm onset represents 
the initiation of a disturbance on field lines connecting to 
the ionosphere in the region of the initial electrojet 
intensification. This disturbance, which produces a heating 
and precipitation of enBrgeti~ particles, moves outward in 
impulsive steps during the expansive phase of the substorm, 
which is seen in the ionosphere as the electrojet &orthern 
border intensifying impulsively and moving poleward. Prior 
to the substorm onset, there may.be a decrease in energetic 
particle fluxes similar to the thinning observed by the VELA 
satellites deep in the tail (Hones et al., 19 ) and under 
unusunl circumstances (such as on Day 244) ATS may even enter 
'I' 
I' 
~ , 
! 
, 
i' 
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tile lobu Dr clIO coil lIt Wllicll point elle anernetia electron 
fluxes drop to eKtremely low vnlucH. TilD "llnrr {llcrouscs 
in particle [IUKCD may then be compnred to tile plasmD slleat 
tlltckenlnas nbHervcd by tiiD VBLA snteilites. TiltH aspect 
of the hehaviour of the particle fluxes at ATS will be 
d:lscusscd in paper III of thill series (llolles lind Rostotter, 197 /.). 
Finally wa wish CD ODilit alIt cline, tile fnct tllDt 
impulsive increases in pareicle fluxes (allowing no dispersion) 
occur only when the fooe of the satellite field line pene-
trates the region of the northern border of tile substorm 
excited elcctrojet, nllows one to mnp magnetic ficld lines 
from synch,"onous orbit to the ionosphere. It is, of course, 
clear that thIs mapping technique can only be used at onc 
time during tile substorm namely wilen elle satellite is on n 
field line which penetrates the poleward border of the 
elcctrojet. However, "hen cnr.efully use,d, the technique 
described Rbove mny be extremely useful in the process of 
mapping field lines from tile ionosphere to the outer 
magnetosphere. 
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APPENDIX 
Coordinates, Code Names, and Sensitivities of Magnetometers 
in North American Sector 
Code Corrected Geomagnetic Sensitivity 
Site Name Latitude(oN) Longitude(oE) H(X) D(Y) 
Alert: ALER 86.5 122.6 137 139 
Churchill CHUR 70.0 326.0 84 86 
Great Hhale HHAL 68.2 353.8 138 138 
College COLL 64.9 260.3 78 37 
Leirvogur LEIR 66.3 :"2.0 138 138 
Huancayo RUAN - 0.6 353.8 
Fredricksburg FRED 51. 8 352.2 24 29 
Boulder oBOUL 49.3 315.7 24 32 
Newport NHPT 55.3 299.5 45 53 
Victoria VIeT 53.9 292.6 2S 58 
Honolulu HOLli 21.1 25S.5 25 41 
(I y) 
Z 
133 
92 
146 
78 
138 
30 
34 
64 
41 
26 
FIGURE 1 
FIGURE 2 
~'IGURE 3 
FIGURE 4 
FIGURE 5 
FIGURE 6 
, . 
FIGURE 7 
FIGURE 8 
FIGURE 9 
FIGURE 10 
~'IGURE CAP.I!!ONS 
ATS-5 dutu on Day 21111, 1970. 
station line magnetogrflllw on Day 195, lnO. 
Magnetograms from standard observatories in the NOI'th 
American sector, Day 195, 1970. 
ATS-5 data on Day 195, 1970. 
Latitudinal profiles on Dey 195, 1970. 
Latitudinal profiles on lJay 195, 1970. 
station line magneto grams on Day 183, 19C(0. 
Magnetograms from standard observatories in the North 
American 81''': tor, Day 183, 1970. 
ATS-5 data on Day 183, 1970. 
Latitudinal profiles on Day 183, 1970. 
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